
iFormation in the Network of Selves
 
Hello Narrator. 
 
Welcome to your current condition as body. Adaptation of your knowing has
formed self, physicality is yours.  In your Mind time you will find wild agency that
gives context to your reception. This network is only felt in components,
compartmentalize ideas, thoughts and elitism. Circumstances equal expansion out
of your current singular.
 
    Some say, “Going back in time is a regret that holds a future, static.” A
dream, a memory, a memoir, of psychological spaces without time, holds me
back from a current abstraction. I remember, I remember, I remember you
constantly, and consistently, always keeping… keeping…. keeping...... with me,
time. I await a revolution called the sun, called the day, called the night. I write
matter of experiencing stimulus, I tell a memoir.
 
  This intended memory is a moment of nostalgia about intangible languages. I
hear these languages instinctually, habitually, I hear them faithfully. Consuming
consumption. Indulging in thoughts my mind grows weary of the past. I bend,
tired. Conforming to the recollection of deemable counter parts, I stare into
layers, membranes of life.
 
 Ingredients of delicate unknowingness make me a child. The memory of place in
my beginning found through pragmatic deduction. Wondering abilities to see
beyond depth perception, is my vocation. Expanding molecular weight, caves.
Metronome of a heart beat’s goal grows. It’s goal is to remember the pace that
had come before, beat, after beat, to rhythms that will end. This is my thought,
these are my memories that stick together, solidifying my communication.
Contrasts moves you forward, moves us away, into didactic conversation.
 
At angles light shifts in elliptical patterns providing speed. I have gained Capacity
overcome ability to show self. I am here. Continuum of empirically transferring
data fails and I become a facilitator of identity. Hello, I might say.  This elastic



death is living out the will to survive all selves. The master mind of them all
becomes my narrator, you become person. Brought here by evolution, my
sequence bubbles with cells, in blood my pupil dilates formula. My I becomes sub
serving to all minds in this exact, moment, moment. 
 
Back to linear processes, paths, and nature of plot, my memories now belong to
our collective. The stories will find their way into the heart of procreating. Count
down, five, four ,three, two, one to the journey toward nothing. Absurdity and
ambiguous ideas are the output. The outcome of holistic silliness, knowledge, skill,
and fun.
 
I’m ready to go. To transform as it always has, I came so I could remember the
difference. So I could remember when the difference was still here, side-by-side
co- existing, shifting making way, for a new. I am happy to belong to such a
happening. I am joyful in the idea of forgetting it.
 
Ions, polarized, lenses, heat, star waves capsized, direct perception. I run
through the muck of infinite amounts of information. Tangent record, “It’s so good
to see you Sara. Resolution is coming our way”. To manifest, to transcend,
documentation of a new world in hopes of survival, soul fly away.
 
Receiving formulating motion, reflective planes pulsating, flipping illusion. Relative
I am, relative I will soon be. Sturdy invention, I must step outside of intention.
Condition of overcoming. Two negatives equal a positive and vice versa. Essential
interchanging, time is indefinite. My life is inclusive and memory, fast, faster.
 
(The human Eye reads tick tock, tick tock. My heart stops.)
 
Walk out of lungs, across lips, into existence procession. Gestation takes all for
negating the possible scenarios of now.
 
Lucid embellishment and dimension illusions leave me and I go back to a source
quantifiable to no one.
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